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However, the reported epidemiological studies do not provide sufficient
information to determine the effects of the normally low levels of
dietary arsenic on cancer risk.
Experimental Evidence* Arsenic does not appear to induce tumors in
laboratory animals despite extensive testing in animals of various spe-
cies.  It is possible that humans are more sensitive to the carcinogenic
effects of arsenic and that the appropriate animal species, strain,
dosage schedule, compound, or the route of exposure have not yet been
identified.
LEAP
Although a requirement for trace amounts of lead (29 ng/g diet) has
recently been demonstrated in rats for the maintenance of growth,
reproduction, and hemopoiesis (Relchlmayr-Lais and Kirchgessner, 1981),
it is not known to be essential to human nutrition. Humans are exposed
to oxides and salts of lead through various environmental sources such as
automobile exhausts, atmospheric dust, drinking water, food, and paint,
all of which contribute to the total body burden of lead.  The dietary
intake of lead in the United States was estimated to be 60 lag/person/day
in 1973 and 19 ]ig/day in 1974 (Mahaffey ot_ al^., 1975).
Epidemiological Evidence
Berg and Burbank (1972) correlated the levels of eight trace ele-
ments in the water supplies of 10 major river basins in the United States
with corresponding cancer mortality rates for white and nonwhite males
and females. There were significant correlations for five of the eight
elements. Among these was lead, which was directly correlated with
cancers of the stomach, small Intestine, large Intestine, ovary, and
kidney, as well as with myeloma, all lymphoraas, and all leukemias.
Nelson et_ al_. (1973) found no increased risk for cancer mortality in a
population that consumed apples from orchards treated with lead arsenate
spray; thus, neither lead nor arsenic in this form was implicated as a
carcinogen.
Occupational exposure to lead has not been conclusively associated
with any form of cancer. Most studies have shown no association
(Dingwall-Fordyce and Lane, 1963; Robinson, 1976), although the results
of the study by Cooper and Gaffey (1975) can be interpreted as either
demonstrating or not demonstrating a relationship, depending on the
method of analysis used (International Agency for Research on Cancer,
1980b; Kang et al., 1980).
Experimental Evidence
CareInogenicity. The number of renal tumors that developed In Swiss
mice fed 0.1% lead subacetate was significantly higher than that observed

